
1
The sweetness of the tongue is for those whom you love and care
about. Those who are close to our hearts find our respect in all
the departments of daily life.

Disrespectful While Speaking.

2
Your wife gets irritated with everything that you do. She can’t
keep her head cool and gets angry immediately. As she starts
with criticism, with its flow she exhausts herself quickly.

Getting Angry And Exhausted Quickly.

3
In the early stage of her hatred towards you, she will take long
pauses, in communication. Then she will come with more taunts
and less appreciation. In the end, she will be all roasted for you.

Poor Communication.

4
You can feel a complete change in her caring nature for you.
What you are doing, what’s important to you, in which areas you
need her desperately, she has none to do with it.

Her Dominant Carelessness For You.

5
She will try to convey that she is doomed with gloom and that
you are the reason behind it. She will not spend time with them,
and in her frustration makes you feel bad about everything.

Bursting Up On Kids.

6
Wives, who don’t like their husbands, possess many complaints
about them. It is a dominant sign that she will not only complain
to you about your behavior but also tell others she is unhappy.

Her complaint stuff.

7
It is also a warning sign that she will stop caring for herself if she
has problems with you. She will be careless about her feminine
beauty and will not dress up to fascinate your aesthetic sense. 

Lack Of Self-Care.

8
Even if she gets ready for it, you will feel her dullness in bed, as
she will be emotionless. It will hurt you to the next level and
maybe you will not be able to feel normal after this cold intimacy.

Lack Of Physical Intimacy.

09 SIGNS YOUR WIFE
HATES YOU.

9
Verbal abuse of your wife is also a sure sign that you are no
more in her good books. In hatred for you, she will even self-
harm. You will also notice her changed behavior with the rest of
the family members if you have. 

Verbal Abuse.
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